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P++ models (DIOGENE software) for 
adjustment to environmental effects

Applications in Genetics.
Interest outside of Genetics?

Ph. Baradat (old retired researcher)
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INTRODUCTION 
 

 
 The basic Nearest Neighbor model was initially designed to adjust data at the level of 

experimental plots (Papadakis 1984, Dagnélie 1987 & 1989, Pichot 1993).  
 
 This model belongs to the ‘ARMA’ category (AutoRegressive Moving Average). 
 
 It can be considered as a generalization of an adjustment using control plots 

(Dagnélie 1987) 
 

  Reiteration of adjustment uses a symmetrical processing of neighbor plots (Bartlett 
1978, Besag 1983, Azais et al. 1990, Goumari 1990). 

 
 Use of competition between adjacent plots was proposed  (Besag & Kempton 1986). 

 
 Kempton and Howes (1981) proposed a model using both regression on the nearest 

neighbors and a block effect, an approach that we also consider.  
 

 Other reiterated methods, such as kriging, were applied to control common 
environment effects for more accurate heritability estimation (Zas 2006). 

 
 At the individual level (Pichot 1993), the method uses as covariate in a simple linear 

regression the mean of residuals of neighbors for the same variable (one-way 
ANOVA where the considered factor is the genetic entry).  

 
First version of the multivariate model described below was used by Bertrand (2002) on 
Coffea arabica genetic trials. It resulted in an increase of heritability and reduced confidence 
intervals for production and quality traits.  
 
The model was further improved and extended up to the present version. It can be applied to 
multilocal trials for simultaneously adjusting several traits across sites.   
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 Models description 
 
  Single-site model 
 
The basic model is a multiple regression of an observed value for a given individual 
(“pivot”), located by ),( yx  coordinates on the mean residuals for p variables of the 
surrounding neighbors within a structure, ψ r  defined below. 

  E xyijrE pb prEbrEbGiY xyij )()(...)(22)(11)( ++++++= ψψψµ  (1) 

where Gi  if the effect of the genetic unit (clone, family etc.), )(ψ rE u  the mean residual for 
trait u in the relative neighborhood configuration, and E xyij )( the residual of the pivot. 
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Determination of neighborhood structures (or stitches) surrounding each individual. 
 
A group of neighbors is located at the intersection of  angle β  with the shaded area which 
(crown of ellipse). The ellipse center represents the pivot individual. 
- γ   is the flatness coefficient of the ellipse 
- R1 is its minimum radius  following the first dimension (plantation rows) 
- R2 is its maximum radius in the same direction 
- α   is the orientation of the bisecting line of the crown sector relatively to the  base of  the 
plantation rows and β   is the opening angle of the ellipse crown sector. 
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Abscissa/row

Row

Pivot

Nearest neighbors: prevailing competition 

Furthest neighbors: Prevailing common environment

 Medium-range neighbors

0

+

+-
-

Biological  meaning of distance between pivot and surrounding
neighbors

Individual neighbor
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Trait 2

Trait 3

Trait 1

Time axis

Space dim 1

Space dim 2

0

d2

d1

 The role played by time in the autocorrelations that the P++ models
 can deal with.

The models implicitly take into account autocorrelations due to time. For instance, between
annual shoots or rings. Time is a discrete coordinate corresponding to the year where the 
trait has been observed.
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Row

Abscissa/row

r1,a1  r1,a2  …..  rn,an

Leading coordinate file

Neighbor

Pivot

Generation of the successive pivot/neighbors associations using 
a leading coordinate file
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x15

x10

x10

x11

x11

Symmetrical processing of pivots and neighbors

The pivots selected by the leading coordinate file have been observed for the same 
traits than the surrounding neighbors (x1-x15).
The adjustment process is therefore perfectly symmetric.

…  … x15
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x1 x15

x15

x10

x10

x11

x11

Asymmetrical processing of pivots and neighbors

The pivots selected by the leading coordinate file may have values for additional 
traits
(for instance, traits which are expensive to measure, here x11 to x15). All individuals of
the general population are observed for ‘routine’ traits, here x1 to x10.
The x11-x15 traits of pivots are adjusted using their environmental correlations with 
mean residuals of traits x1-x10.

…  …
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Site 1 Site 3

Site 2

+ Gap 1 + Gap 2

R1min R1max

…

R3min R3max

R2min R2max

Practical way  of obtaining disconnected coordinates for groups of trees 
from different sites

A ‘gap’ is added to the row numbers of the sites 2 to n (i indice) in order that the minimum row 
number
in site i is greater than the maximum value in site i-1 by a ‘reasonable’ amount (50 for instance).

Minimum and maximum
within site row numbers
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The p variables usually include the variable observed on the pivot individual. After the first 
run of this model, the mean residuals are re-computed from the adjusted values of all the 
variables and the multiple regression is run again. The process is reiterated, until the residual 
variance of each variable (σ2

E) reaches a plateau.  
A second step in the generalization is the choice of the sets of neighbors which allow the best  
adjustment, using the p covariates of model (1) by a multiple regression with c x p covariates: 
 

)(11...)(1
221)(1

111)( ψψψµ rE pb prEbrEbGiY xyij +++++=   

   E xyijrE pcb pc )()(... +++ ψ  (2) 
 

Combination of models (1) and (2), by simultaneously adjusting the pivot observations by a 
block effect and by a multiple regression on environmental variables gives the model: 

)(11...)(1
221)(1

111)( ψψψβµ rE pb prEbrEbhGiY xyijh ++++++=   

E xyijhrE pcb pc )()(... +++ ψ (3)  
In models (1), (2) and (3), a stepwise downward multiple regression with p or c x p 
explicative variables at the first stage and only one at the last stage allows the identification of 
the most efficient variables or the configuration x variable combinations. 
 
Computations are reiterated with the adequate set of covariates. The process is stopped when 
the relative reduction between two runs falls under a predefined value for all the variables. 
 
 Generalization of the single-site model for processing multilocal trials 
 
The model may be extended to multilocal trials. The elements below may be added:  
 
  Integration of a site effect 
 
If σS is the fixed effect of site s, model (3) can be rewritten: 
 

)(11...)(1
221)(1

111)( ψψψσµ rE pb prEbrEbsGiY xyisj ++++++=   

     E xyisjrE pcb pc )()(... +++ ψ (4) 
 

We call the “Multisite P++ method II “ this model, which uses an ANOVA adjustment for  
site effect and an adjustment by multiple regression.The major modification from model (3)  
is the change of spatial scale which may cause a Genotype x Environment interaction. 
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 Integration of site and block|site effects 
 
If σS is again the effect of site s and βsh the effect of block h within the site s, we call the 
“Multisite P++ method III “ the model below: 
 

)(11...)(1
221)(1

111 ψψψβσµ rE pb prEbrEbshsGiY ishj +++++++=   

    EishjrE pcb pc +++ )(... ψ  (5) 
which combines an adjustment to site and block|site effects with a multiple regression. 
We call the “Multisite P++ method I” the basic model: model (3) which only uses multiple 
regression of the observed values on mean residuals across all sites. 
 
 Software implementation 
 
The software is organized into three modules and uses elementary utilities as well as general 
computation algorithms. The reiterated sequences are controlled by the general reiteration 
system also used for resampling (JBSTAR). These modules are: 
 

 PAPA1: Computation of average residuals according to defined neighbor structures, 
merging with individual data and computation of a downward multiple regression to 
determine the appropriate combinations of structures and covariates for the 
adjustment. 

 
 PAPA2: Reiterated adjustment of individual data with the possibility of combining 

multiple regression with adjustment of block and site effects (general purpose ENVIR 
program) to fit all the models described above. 

 
 PAPA3: Once the adjusted data file is obtained, this module performs resampling 

(jackknife or bootstrap) to obtain standard errors and confidence intervals on a variety 
of genetic parameters such as heritability or genetic correlations using appropriate 
MANOVA programs (which may be followed by other programs, like those required 
for computation of selection indices including expected genetic gains). 

 
The general flowchart involving these three modules is shown below. REGPOND and 
TRIGENE parameters modify the multiple regression and filter members of neighborhood 
groups. Other options concern the geometry and size of neighboring structures.  
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General flowchart showing the integration of the three modules, PAPA1, PAPA2 and  
           PAPA3, for data processing according to the different P++ sub-models. 

See the text for additional legends.  
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Efficiency of the three multisite P++ methods on three multilocal trials  
 
Three multi-site comparative trials (3 sites per trial) concerning important forest species in 
Europe and Canada  were  analysed to compare estimates of narrow and broad sense 
heritabilities. 
The Maritime Pine trial, established with a density of 1250 plants/ha (spacing of 4 m 
between rows, and of 2 m on the row), comprised 100 half-sib families from controlled 
pollination with two different pollen mixes (trees selected within first generation progeny 
trials). The field design comprised  35 one tree plot complete randomized blocks in each site. 
The three sites were close from each other  and similar in respect of fertility. 
The Poplar trial, with a density of 6667 plants/ha (spacing of 2 m between rows and 0.75 m 
on the row), compared on three remote sites quite different for climatic conditions (France, 
Italy and England) 330 clones from the same full-sib family. The field design was made of 
six complete randomized blocks with one tree per plot. The cross was realized for QTL 
location (F2 from P. deltoides x P. trichocarpa hybrid). Each heritability is therefore a broad 
sense one corresponding to a narrow genetic basis.  
The White Spruce trial comprised 250 maternal progenies from 50 provenances (five 
progenies per provenance). It was established in three Quebec sites, at a density of 3472 
plants/ha (spacing of 2.4 m between rows and 1.2 m/row). The field design comprised six 
complete randomized blocks in each site with linear plots of five trees. 
 
For Maritime Pine and White Spruce trials, the statistical model is: 
 
                                           EijkM ijPiY ijk +++= µ  
 
where Pi is the effect of pollen mix i in the first case and the effect of provenance i in the 
second  one. Mij is the mother effect nested within level 1 and Eijk the individual deviation (of 
environmental and genetic origins). The formulae to estimate “within level 1” heritability 
(half-sib families with an assumed 0 inbreeding coefficient) are the same: 

                                      
σσ

σ

ˆ 2ˆ 2

ˆ4 2

ˆ2

EPM

PM
hss +

=   

 
The Poplar clonal trial is relevant from a one-way statistical model: 
 
                                   EijCiY ij ++= µ  
Where Ci is the clone effect and Eij the ramet within clone deviation (completely due to 
environment) and the corresponding estimation of broad sense heritability is: 

 
 
 
 
 

Three neighborhood configurations: nested circles with 2, 3 and 4 within-row spacing units. 
For each at least one of the covariates was significantly correlated to a pivot’s variable. 
Fig. 3, 4 and 5 show the reduction of the residual variance for three trials as a function of 
iteration number for P++ method I. The speed and amount of relative decrease is different 
according to the considered trait. For the Maritime Pine trial, height displayed the maximum 
response. At the opposite side, the plateau was very quickly reached for the four traits of the 
Poplar trial. 
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   Reduction of residual variance for three traits according to the number of iterations 
 (P++ method I applied to a multilocal test of half-sib families of Pinus pinaster). 
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  Reduction of residual variance for four traits according to the number of iterations 
   (P++ method I applied to a multilocal test of  poplar clones). 
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   Reduction of residual variance for four traits according to the number of iterations 
    (P++ method I applied to a multilocal test of provenances/half-sib families of Picea glauca). 
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Compared efficiencies of the usual adjustment method (site and block|site), of 
the three P++ weighted multisite methods (I, II and III, REGPOND option = 1) 
and of  unweighted method I to increase heritability for three multilocal progeny 
or clonal trials. 

 
    Pinus pinaster         F2 poplar clones            Picea glauca                            Species  

Method                   Trait H02 C02
c 

V02 C04
c 

H04 Nbs Dbf H86 H92 H97 D97 
Usual method 0.200 0.109 0.183 0.095 0.099 0.275 0.488 0.147 0.163 0.166 0.090 
Unweighted method I  0.692 0.288 0.630 0.139 0.236 0.418 0.658 0.239 0.248 0.252 0.149 
Weighted method I 0.869 0.372 0.660 0.133 0.239 0.435 0.676 0.359 0.358 0.346 0.191 
Weighted method II 0.872 0.372 0.653 0.134 0.239 0.439 0.676 0.373 0.378 0.362 0.204 
Weighted method III 0.752 0.307 0.458 0.138 0.238 0.438 0.677 0.373 0.378 0.361 0.203 
 
  Legend: H(year): Height at a given year 
    C(year): Circumference at a given year 
    V02: Departure of the stem from verticality in 2002 
    D97: Diameter in 1997 
    Nbs: Number of sylleptic ramifications (2003) 
    Dbf: Number of days before flushing (2004) 
 
We note three important features: 
 

 P++, whatever is the method (I, II or III) always allows substantially 
greater heritability than a traditional ANOVA adjustment to site and 
block|site; 

 
 Weighted multiple regression results into greater heritability values; 
 
 At the opposite side, compared with method I, methods II and III never 

result into a noticeable heritability increase and give similar results 
(moreover, they can give a lower value in the case of Maritime Pine). 

 
All P++ adjustments drastically reduced the standard errors of heritability estimates. 
 
 The favourable influence of weighting by the size of the most internal neighborhood 
configuration may be due to limitation of incidence of points with higher mortalities or 
of trial borders that truncate the theoretical geometry of these groups. The lower 
efficiency of P++ for poplar trial may be related to its young  age which did not allow a 
strong between-tree competition and, more generally, reduced the local environmental 
influence on phenotypic variability. A greater site homogeneity can explain the abrupt 
slope of the reduction of residual variances corresponding to the first reiteration.  
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Graphical interpretation of the role of multisite adjustment to reduce 
unpredictable G x E interaction

    
P++ modelisation shows threfore a global efficiency for environment control over several sites 
compared to an ANOVA adjustment. This property may be be explained by reducing the within-
site bias on estimate of genetic effects (reduction of false Genotype x Block interaction).

O
bserved or predicted G

enotype perform
ance

O
bserved or predicted G

enotype perform
ance

Results starting from block adjusted data Results starting from P++ adjusted data 

Site Site
1  2 3 4 1  2 3 4

G1

G2

G1

G2

Observed value

Predicted 
value

Predicted 
value

Observed 
value
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     CONCLUSIONS 
 

 The P++ models are powerful tools for adjusting genetic data 
and is by far more efficient than ANOVA adjustment, both at 
the single-site and at the multi-site levels; 

 
 The experimental data demonstrate that their efficiency can be 

increased by taking into account the sizes of the neighbor 
groups (weighted multiple regression); 

 
 On multilocal trials, efficiency of the model was not increased 

by an ANOVA adjustment for site or site + block|site effects; 
 

 Further applications to diversified sets of genetic trials are 
required to evaluate the practical interest of genetic restrictions 
on individuals within the neighborhood groups; 

 
 This method can also be used to process data from natural 

populations where the genetic identification of individuals 
would result from biochemical, botanical or molecular markers; 

 
 Use of the P++ model in a plant breeding software (with a 

simple contextual introduction of parameters) makes it routinely 
usable, for more accurate estimates of genetic parameters, QTL 
identification, and to achieve greater genetic gains by selection. 
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Interest outside of Genetics?

 No constraint about the nature (random or fixed) of adjusted effets
 In DIOGENE’s applications, genetic models are added 

independently
 Therefore, the P++ models can be used in fields concerned by 

‘environmental’ controlled effects:

- Fertilization trials
- Sylvicultural practices (pruning…)
- Mixed multispecies stands

………
  
   Try P++ and see if it may be useful in your research field.
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